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Leader Speech Example

Mr J

Good morning everyone, my name is John Doe and I will be one of your student 16
leaders in 2016. Now, I know what you are thinking, voting hasn't happened yet so 31

how can he be so confident? The answer to that question is incredibly simple. It is 47

because over the last few years I have shown active participation, been a role model for 63

collaboration and, demonstrated responsibility far beyond my years. Now, you don't 74

have to just take my word for it, I have plenty of examples of these important skills a 92

leader must have. 95

Would everyone in green faction please put their hand in the air? Now everyone have a 111

look around the undercover area at all the hands in the air. These are all people who 128

have witnessed me actively participate in every athletics and inter-school carnival since 141

Piara Waters Primary School opened. I have shown a drive and commitment to be 155

involved in all school sporting events, often giving up my recess and lunch to take part 171

in extra training sessions. As a leader, this drive and passion would see me get involved 187

in school and community events as your representative and would mean I would get 201

things done. 203

Next, everyone knows that a leader has to be responsible and have the ability to work 219

independently. Well guess what, you can call me Mr Responsible! I have always been 233

trusted by teachers to manage my own learning, ensuring I complete all tasks to the 248

best of my ability. 252
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Good morning everyone, my name is John Doe and I will be one of your student

leaders in 2016. Now, I know what you are thinking, voting hasn't happened yet so

how can he be so confident? The answer to that question is incredibly simple. It is

because over the last few years I have shown active participation, been a role model for

collaboration and, demonstrated responsibility far beyond my years. Now, you don't

have to just take my word for it, I have plenty of examples of these important skills a

leader must have.

Would everyone in green faction please put their hand in the air? Now everyone have a

look around the undercover area at all the hands in the air. These are all people who

have witnessed me actively participate in every athletics and inter-school carnival since

Piara Waters Primary School opened. I have shown a drive and commitment to be

involved in all school sporting events, often giving up my recess and lunch to take part

in extra training sessions. As a leader, this drive and passion would see me get involved

in school and community events as your representative and would mean I would get

things done.

Next, everyone knows that a leader has to be responsible and have the ability to work

independently. Well guess what, you can call me Mr Responsible! I have always been

trusted by teachers to manage my own learning, ensuring I complete all tasks to the

best of my ability.
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